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Chapter 1. 

The Need for Procedurally-Focused Gender  

Analysis in Video Games 
 
 
The representation of women in games receives much attention from both academic 

researchers and casual gamers.   Though there exists no single point on which all the voices 
agree, a general consensus is evident: the current representation of women (and gender issues) in 
most games is not acceptable.  I agree absolutely with that statement.  However, the debate 
encounters contradictions when discussing what exactly is wrong with games and, more 
importantly, how the problem can be fixed.  Gender Inclusive Game Design, a book with the 
goal of aiding developers to attract more female gamers, cites the following as the primary 
reason that women don’t play games: 

The avatar is the first thing a player comes in contact with, usually 
on the package cover.  How the players experience the game 
through their avatars can be greatly enhanced with an 
understanding of the importance of avatar presentation and 
representation.  When the female avatar is hypersexualized, it is 
highly likely the female player won’t even consider the title.  This 
‘eye candy’ may be pleasing for male players, but they are a 
barrier for female players.  (Ray 181) 

Are we to accept that women who have gone through life surrounded by and accepting of 
Barbie, Harlequin romance covers, Cosmopolitan, Vogue, Charlie’s Angels, and Madonna, are 
made uncomfortable by hyper-sexualized women on the cover of a game box?  How is this 
different, or is Ray’s statement an inaccurate description of the forces at work? 

Anyone who begins to look into computer game analysis will see a strong emphasis on 
the visual elements of games.  These are the easiest to describe and the easiest to post 
screenshots of online.   The appearance of game characters receives the largest force of the 
online feminist venting about sexism in computer games.  GameGirl Advance, a site for girl 
gamers, frequently features female gamers voicing exasperation at the complete ridiculousness of 
female representation.  In this posting, the author cites a scene in Baldur’s Gate when the levity 
with which women are treated is not only offensive, but breaks the mood of the gameplay. 

The previous cutscene has been dark and foreboding - you've been 
knocked on the head and all your possessions stolen. It's dark in 
the great city of Baldur's Gate. You walk into a nearby tavern, 
seeking shelter and help, only to be confronted by a soft-core porn 
extra in a nearly transparent top jiggling her boobs at you. You can 
see her nipples! (jane@umamitsunami.com)  

This is only one of many rants voiced across the Internet.  I don’t disagree with the 
outrage expressed.  However, if gender issues in games are to be fully understood, there needs to 
be a deeper understanding of gender roles in games.  Gender roles are created not only through 
the images used to portray characters, but also in the way that these characters are created 
procedurally.   
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Movies, art and television have given us more than enough food for thought when it 
comes to outrageous body types, and whole libraries of engaging and insightful commentary 
have been written about women and the cinematic gaze.  These works are indispensable in 
analyzing non-interactive works; however, I think that they may be insufficient in capturing the 
uniqueness of the gaming experience.  The gaze theory suggests that there is an underlying 
structure of dominance that occurs in a theater (or home, if television is being discussed).  The 
viewer takes pleasure in looking at the presence on the screen, which is incapable of looking 
back.  The viewer’s gaze can act as a weapon to define and fix the onscreen image.  If this occurs 
between a male viewer and a female onscreen, this reinforces the social constructions of the 
active male subject and passive female object.  The premise, however, is that there is no real 
interaction between the two.  The male viewer can keep a critical distance, and the director of the 
film can choose only a single way to shoot the actress.  If the film is shot to cater to the male 
gaze, it is difficult to actively subvert it to fit a female or queer gaze.   

In contrast to the passivity of the movie screen, the computer screen is much more 
demanding of the viewer, who is now the viewer/interactor.  The meaning of the media text is no 
longer preset by the creators, but must be dynamically determined between the interactor and the 
interactive text.  Can the interactor still maintain the power structure in the same way if he or she 
must take partial responsibility for the actions occurring onscreen?  Does this increased 
identification with the actions of the character negate the possibility of re-enacting social power 
struggles with the game-playing experience?  What of the older theory can game studies keep, 
what must be modified, and what must be thrown out completely? 

 Undeniably, games have a powerful system of meaning-making which, analogous to film, 
occurs in the space between the digital screen and the human mind.  This system, has the 
potential for all the psychological potency of the silver screen, or perhaps even more.  This 
strong potential can be seen growing already in every game played.  When watching Casablanca, 
it is not at all intuitive to say “At the end of the movie, I told Ilsa to get on the plane,” or “I got 
on the plane with Victor,” whichever character the viewer feels most resonant.  No matter how 
well a character is identified with the viewer through elements like flashbacks, voiceovers, or 
point-of-view shots orchestrated to put the view insider the character’s head, the two will remain 
separate.  This separation disappears immediately upon beginning a computer game.  Because 
the avatar acts as the puppet for the player’s actions, the wall between pixels and player falls 
away.  There occurs a unity of identity between the onscreen character and the player.  The most 
intuitive manner of speaking becomes first person: instead of “Mario jumped over the wall,” “I 
jumped over the wall.”  Unlike on the movie screen, identification cannot be traced in visual 
ways like camera angles.  Instead, a new form of analysis must be applied. 

If the academic community wants to understand computer games, we must cultivate a 
deeper understanding of games than just the (mis)application of older forms of analysis.  The 
trouble, of course, lies in finding the most appropriate paths to follow.  Numerous methods of 
game study, called “ludology” in some circles, have flowed from nearly all areas of academia.  
Ludology is a new enough field that almost no one is native to it; most ludologists immigrated to 
it from their original fields of psychology, sociology, literature, film studies, and media studies, 
bringing a rich diversity of theories and methods.  Unfortunately, many of the authors I have read, 
while passionate and knowledgeable in their own path to game studies, see no reason to explore 
behind the final manifestation of a game.  Perhaps this is a holdover from literary studies, in 
which the way that the text was written and the thoughts of the author are either unrecorded or 
deemed unimportant, since the final experience of the literature is its only true measure.  But this 
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is not true for video games.  The game is controlled by the code, which controls the gameplay 
like a director and a screenplay control a film.  The individual experience of any given player is 
largely variable, but the rules remain constant.  The trouble is, in understanding the back-room 
code of a game, thinking like a coder becomes important, or even necessary.  Most academics 
prefer to think of the game as a black box, out of which narrative and experience just appears.  
The guts of that black box are frightening and confusing, and no one thinks to ask its creator 
what’s inside.  After all, the programmers are seen as merely technicians, not artists or thinkers.  

Philosophers and computer scientists rarely cross paths, except perhaps on the way to the 
local coffee house, and they almost never talk.  As a computer scientist, I’m confounded by the 
ways that some theorists (most notably Baudrillard) describe computers as mystical cyborgs: half 
a mechanical monster, and the other half a sort of black magic.  But I’ve used the magic, written 
my own spells for it, and rewired the guts of the robot.  It’s not magic that’s revealed, but the 
same human minds that wire together poetry, movies, and advertising.  Code is just words, albeit 
in a different and non-intuitive language, which are strung together to serve a purpose, either 
informative or performative, just as in any non-digital language (Jonathan Culler, Philosophy and 
Literature).  Computers were not created by the ineffable will of some digital deity, just regular 
humans. 

There is lots of phenomenal literature, which addresses the place of humans in the new 
space of virtuality.  What does immersion, telepresence, or interactivity have to tell us about our 
old philosophical assumptions?  A great deal can be gained from an exploration of these topics, 
but still more is available if we look at the way that these virtual worlds are constructed.  It’s a 
human hand, guided by a human mind, that makes up the rules and boundaries of these new 
dimensions, and this process of creation is as worthy of study as the process of experiencing. 

The goal of this thesis is to build a bridge.  I believe that both the academic and the 
development communities have a long way to go before we arrive at really intelligent games and 
really insightful commentary on them, and I feel that these two branches need each other’s 
developing insight.  Good analysis can’t exist without deeply meaningful games, and meaningful 
games won’t arrive without a profound understanding of the theory behind games.  As the New 
York Times suggests, “a Shakespeare might come from the generation of young scholars with an 
intellectual understanding of games and a familiarity with their underlying code,” (Erard). 

My focus is on performative and procedural gender in games, and I will use examples 
from the non-digital domain to define these terms.  I will also argue that these terms can lead to a 
better understanding of the way that games function, and more interesting and correct 
conclusions can be reached using these terms than solely with visually-based terms.  I also hope 
that this thesis may influence some in the development community, and perhaps lead to a much 
more insightful and evocative use of gender issues in games.  Therefore, this thesis will focus not 
only on present games and their content, but the potential for future use of performative and 
procedural gender in games yet to be written. 
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Chapter 2. 

How Are Games Performative? 
 
 
 “Performativity” changes its meaning, chameleon-like depending upon the color of the 

background against which it is viewed.  When it is used to describe literature, “performative” 
describes the generative power of words.  As opposed to a descriptive use of words, which serves 
to convey information about a situation, the “perfomative” use of words brings the situation itself 
into existence.   

Since literary criticism involves attending to what literary language 
does as much as to what it says, the concept of the performative 
seems to provide a linguistic and philosophical justification for this 
idea: there are utterances that above all do something. Moreover, 
like the performative, the literary utterance does not refer to a prior 
state of affairs and is not true or false. The literary utterance, too, 
creates the state of affairs to which it refers, in several respects. 
First and most simply, it brings into being characters and their 
actions, for instance. The beginning of Joyce’s Ulysses, “Stately 
plump Buck Mulligan came from the stairhead bearing a bowl of 
lather on which a mirror and a razor lay crossed” (1939: 4–5), does 
not refer to some prior state of affairs but creates this character and 
this situation. (Culler 506) 

“Stately plump Buck Mulligan” never had a physical existence, and Joyce is not trying to 
give the reader knowledge about him or his situation.  Performativity, as it applies to that quoted 
passage and as I will apply it throughout my thesis, is best described as the creation of 
experience, identity, or meaning through the author’s communication with an audience of some 
kind.  This is a broad definition, since it fits situations like the literary action of creating a 
character, real life actions like the creation of identity through words and actions, and a video 
game experience that guides the user to take on a role.  In each situation, the subject creates an 
identity by taking on certain attributes or saying certain words.  Also implicit in each situation is 
the presence of some audience whose knowledge of the context of the attributes or words can 
allow them to understand what identity the subject is creating.  Therefore, the concept of 
performance serves double duty: linguistically, it describes the way that meaning is created from 
symbols (be they syllables, actions, or images).  Sociologically, it defines a way that such created 
meaning can be passed from the author to the audience, as well as the discourse that determines 
how that communication is read or experienced by the audience. 

To elaborate on its linguistic use, a dramatic performance is performative, because it 
describes no actual scene, but it creates its own through the actors’ actions, props, and words.  
The creation of music is performative in much the same way.  Even real life communication has 
a performative quality, as it is a creation of meaning through action and context, “for what act I 
perform with my words is not determined by my intention but by social and linguistic 
conventions,” (Culler 507).  

Moved from linguistics and literature to social and political discourse, “performativity” 
becomes instead about the creation of a self, or at least the social identity, rather than the 
dramatic creation of a scene, as it is used in literature or drama.  Many aspects of identity are 
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built on performance: social class is based not just on physically possessing money, but at least 
equally on acting “rich.”   

Gender identity, and its many subcategories like femme/butch and queer/straight, also 
builds its classification system on a base of performative actions.  Judith Butler, the first and 
foremost proponent of performative gender, argues that gender is not constructed by the physical 
realities of sex (defined either genetically or by genitalia).  Just as in drama, performers create 
reality by acting in ways that declare it to be so.  “Girl”-hood is not truly created in the moment 
of conception by chromosomes combinations or even at birth by the physical presence of 
genitalia.  Instead, the moment of gender creation occurs both linguistically and socially as the 
doctor holds up the female child at birth and declares, “It’s a girl!”  The doctor is simultaneously 
communicating the “reality” of the sex of the baby (a non-performative act), and performing the 
creation of its gender.  It is from that moment that the child is given gender, along with its 
baggage of expectations and interpretations.  Later, the girl-child receives dolls, pink dresses, 
and told to help mother with the laundry.  When she grows up, she wears skirts and lipstick, and 
marries a man.  Her gender exists as a performance between her and the audience of society.  
However, this does not mean that she consciously performs it like an actress stepping on stage.  
In Bodies That Matter, Butler clarifies that gender cannot be held strictly analogous to a dramatic 
role.  The human creature that performs the attributes of gender cannot be seen as a whole and 
separate entity apart from the gender identity.  But, she points out, the performance of gender 
may not be a perfect fit.  Performance is an inherently unnatural action; that is to say, 
performance implies that what is being performed is not the projection of some “natural” inner 
self, but the context-laden creation of a visible “self.” 

 Drama is of course the etymological origin of the performative.  The actors lose a sense 
of “real” or inner self, and create a new self through contextualized actions and words as guided 
by the script.  Game players follow a course very analogous to that of the thespians.  The self 
IRL (in real life) becomes implicitly discouraged by the game’s structure.  Frequently, the central 
character or avatar will have a different name than the player, but even if the game asks the 
player to name their character, the player is not transferring his or her identity to the character, 
but the name.  The character maintains a separate identity, through which the player mediates her 
or his experience.  It is primarily the character, along with its shell of narrative context, physical 
attributes, location in time and space, and proscribed abilities, that dictates how the player acts 
within the mask of the character.  A player will play differently if the character is a tough-talking 
inner-city cop who just lost his family in a shootout, than as a pink-clad princess on a quest to 
find a cure for her father’s illness.  Different actions are justified and valorized in each of these 
situations.  Though it is never explicitly stated, the player immediately recognizes the “correct” 
methods of behavior when acting out these dramatic roles. 

Performativity serves as a fitting term to address the psychological and philosophical 
impact of a playing a game.  Games create a space in which identity is removed from the 
physical body in a strong and striking way that could never happen to the same extent in reality.  
Gender features as one of the primary boundaries that blurs or dissipates with the digitization of 
the body.  This feature was picked up very strongly in popular discourse, as evident by the 
preoccupation with lying about gender in chatrooms.  While age deception receives some similar 
attention, racial, national, and social fluidity online don’t seem to be as noticed, leading to a 
suggestion that “transgendered bodies and performances do in fact seem to be increasingly 
naturalized in computer-mediated communication and in popular narratives about it, in ways that 
transracial bodies and performances are not” (Foster 709).  However, even race becomes much 
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more fluid.  Though the avatar of Grand Theft Auto is coded visually as white, his actions, and 
the player’s actions through him, are written as a performance of “gangsta”-style blackness, as 
one review of the game validates: “This, is your chance to make your own gangsta movie, and 
interact with it.” (XDarkMessenger@yahoo.com). This statement reflects the precise opposite of 
a game like those of the Tomb Raider series, where the player enacts a masculine-parameterized 
performance of adventure, violence, and a role-playing of the 19th century uncovering and 
appropriation of “lower” cultures, all of which is usually coded as a masculine pursuit (as it was 
in Indiana Jones or The Man Who Would Be King).  This contrasts sharply with the player’s 
avatar, who is represented by a  hyper-feminized model.  Does the player react more strongly to 
the appearance of the avatar (the whiteness of the Grand Theft Auto thief or the femininity of 
Lara) or to the way that the player acts during the game?  Though the relative strength of these 
influences is unclear (and dependant on the particular game and player) it is clear that there is a 
substantial effect on the player’s experience from both visual clues and performative aspects.  
Both of these games show a psychological impact of performativity in a way that cannot be 
addressed by a simplistic visual analysis.  
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Chapter 3. 

How Are Games Procedural? 
 
 
Game play is performative, but this performativity is allowed through the use of 

rules.  Subjects in real life can establish gender and identity with freedom, as long as that 
establishing occurs within the bounds of cultural and social requirements.  We have nearly 
infinite ways of interacting with the environment around us and with other human actors, using 
eyes, ears, hands, and language.  It is through either the human mind, or through the immutable 
laws of nature that we interact with the world and it responds to us. 

In a game, none of this needs to be or can be as fixed as it is in the real 
world.  Programmers must construct a complex mathematical model that simulates all of the 
rules for the game universe’s physical laws.  Motion must be given rules to restrict speed and 
direction, and if there is to be gravity, the programmers create a procedure to factor it into the 
motion equations.  Even the appearance of objects in a three-dimensional space implies a model 
to calculate light vectors.  More complex motions won’t fit in a game, or would be prohibitively 
time-consuming to code, so programmers include them in simplified form: five fingers exerting 
force across a semi-spherical surface being affected by inertia, gravity, and friction, is simplified 
to a hand picking up an apple.  These solutions are less general and less open to unplanned action, 
like the apple slipping if there isn’t enough pressure or friction, but these solutions represent the 
only way to practically create these simulated worlds.  

Likewise, similar rules constrain human action: what can be done, and by what means it 
can be done.  This affects the most basic kernels of gameplay, like interaction with the 
environment, but what function these interactions can serve, and ultimately, the systems of 
values that can be supported by the game.  The semi-visible hand of the author, designer, and 
creators of the game is a practical necessity, and yet feels strangely comforting.  As Christopher 
Douglas argues, the real world seems too vast to be a system built for the purpose of human use; 
“against our desire for order and meaning in the universe, the universe meets us as blank” 
(Douglas 8).   It is the addition of human constructions like laws of gravity and mathematics or 
religious theologies that throw an appearance of context and rationality onto the real 
universe.  The consciously constructed representation of reality in a game functions in the same 
way, but more so, “which is where narrative come in, not only in the narratological sense, but in 
the sense of creating plots, designs, intentions in our world.” (Douglas 9).   

Though he initially posits this “soothing” effect as a competitor to religion, it is equally 
possible, and much more common, for these rules to be used as a device to augment political 
control.  Crossing boundaries, political or social, tends to be discouraged, as does the questioning 
or subversion of dominant cultural values.  A reinforcement of the dominant value system is 
necessary for any large-scale system to remain stable.  Politically, this reinforcement is what 
allows governments, schools, and religions to maintain their power.  In a game, it is what allows 
for comfortable and enjoyable game play, as well as the ability for programmers to not write 
responses for all possible user actions.  With intelligent game design, especially that which 
weaves the game into a pre-established genre, the game designers allude to the familiar rules of 
other games.  Familiarity and comfort prevent the player from experiencing any dissonance at 
the rules and their outcomes, and questioning the ideologies that lie behind these assumptions. 
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Douglas cites the primary example of such comfortingly familiar structure as Civilization 
III, a critically acclaimed and very popular game which simulates the creation and running of a 
civilization from 4000 BC to 2020 AD.  A feature in this game is the presence of barbarian 
villages dotted around the countryside.  When the player sends a military force to investigate 
them, either a reward is received, such as knowledge of a new technology, money, or a recruited 
military unit, or the game tells you “You have unleashed a horde of Barbarians!” and a sizable 
military force attacks you.  I’ve played several versions of the Civilization series since I was 
eight, all of which had this “goody hut” feature, and I never thought twice about it.  Goody huts 
and prize boxes are common to almost any game from Monopoly to Mario onwards, and the 
action to get them is the same (use your “attack” function on them) and the outcome is usually 
the same (a random prize, and usually a small chance at a negative outcome).  The presence of 
the hut and the game’s justification for it being there, as well as the action the player is 
encouraged to perform, are constructed and defended by the familiarity of the procedure, and are 
thus shielded from possible examination and criticism.  As Douglas goes on to demonstrate, this 
is hardly an innocuous maneuver.  

The Civilization III manual’s explanation of such minor tribes as 
being “too isolated, not organized enough, or too migratory to 
develop into major civilizations” must be discounted as the game’s 
first ideological ruse: no village is any more “isolated” at the start 
of the game than the player is; the tribes are not “migratory” 
because they remain fixed on a single terrain square; and since 
such tribes can offer the occasional technological advance, they are 
obviously not too “unorganized” to develop into a civilization.  In 
fact, these games posit a fundamental opposition between a tribe’s 
mere squatting on the land, taking up space, and the civilization’s 
real tenancy on the land. (Douglas 16) 

The procedural nature of Civilization has affected the way the player performs.  An 
implied but unquestioned dramatic role of conqueror has created a need and desire in the player 
to seize territory.  The rules of the game guide the player in this role, leading to the recreation of 
the “manifest destiny” mindset, and all the innate reactions (expand, develop, conquer) that come 
along with it, even to the extent of harvesting “inferior” tribes for their people, knowledge, and 
resources.  

A player’s game experience depends on many aspects.  Some aspects, like their learned 
knowledge of the outside world, value systems, and genre expectations, are not under the control 
of the game designer.  However, the designer can affect how this knowledge translates into the 
game world through procedural methods.  So far, many game developers have successfully been 
able to suspend or alter players’ expectations of physical simulation, for example, twisting the 
laws of gravity in Mario Smash Brothers to allow the “double-jump” move.  Likewise, in 
SimCity and Civilization, Will Wright and Sid Meier somehow convince players to forget (or at 
least modify) what they know about economics, politics, and environmentalism, and accept the 
surrogate realities of the game world. 

Understanding how a game designer can convince a physicist to merrily bounce through 
the air in Mario and induce an environmentalist to bulldoze the Amazonian rainforests of 
Civilization would form a solid basis for understanding what I mean by the procedural nature of 
games.  These effects are not based on any explicit dictation by the designers or constructed 
narrative.  Instead, they are the product of a procedural way of thinking, a system which 
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privileges in-game benefits and penalties with the effect of producing actions which would seem 
counterintuitive or unethical in the real world. 
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Chapter 4.  

Why Should a Developer Pay Attention  

to Procedural or Performative Gender? 
 
 
It is very dangerous to embrace a new medium with the assumption that it will naturally 

be used for the best interests of humanity, much like the dangerous assumption that, in a free-
market system, everybody will benefit by getting the best product at the lowest price.  The video 
game industry is perhaps the best example of this assumption.  Even those who love the current 
array of games acknowledge that the large investment price of making a game keeps the game 
developers from expanding their markets or experimenting with new gameplay styles.  However, 
most gamers now complain that there is a lack of innovation in games, and that too many games 
are made to just fit previous genres.  There is a general feeling even among the hard-core players 
who host opinion sites that games just aren’t as good as they used to be.  No one will debate that 
graphics have become much more sophisticated, but there is an air of disappointment hanging 
over the game industry.  Media theorists cynically claim that the bright promise of virtual reality 
that began with Neuromancer will never be reached.  The Utopian hopes of online gaming as the 
great collective consciousness have been replaced by the reality of its use as a capitalist 
marketplace and hate-speech forum. 

Redeeming the future of computer games isn’t just a commercially beneficial 
proposition; it is a socially beneficial one.  Honor and social responsibility in the programming 
community aren’t mentioned much; in fact, the idea that there might exist a thriving non-
commercially founded ethos might surprise some who aren’t tapped in to the programming 
community.  Certainly, by looking at corporations like Microsoft, it would seem to be a complete 
contradiction.  However, a large portion of the coding community subscribes at least in part to 
the open source paradigm.  Some beliefs and results of this paradigm include the idea of free 
software, the principle that good, sustainable coding is its own virtue, and stemming from that, 
the desire to work on one of the many free software development projects, even without material 
compensation.  This community values using software as a political tool.  With values like these, 
I can confidently hope that developers either in the commercial sector or the open source 
community will see merit in investing in socially responsible video games, even if there weren’t 
large economic rewards.   

Although the programming community is notoriously a hostile place for women and 
especially feminists, I also hold out hope for the participation of more women in programming.  
With no economic pressures, the open source/free software community  might be the most 
plausible space to found any successors to the Purple Moon company, a highly progressive girls’ 
games developer that disintegrated due to lack of sales and retailer confidence.  Open source is 
the loose collection of people who believe in an ethic of free, high-quality software, and back up 
their belief with volunteer coding work (for more see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source.)  
Women programmers and gamers, strongly affected by sexism in the workplace and online, and 
could easily be encouraged to donate their time to feminist games.   

If a conscientious programming ethic isn’t enough to encourage developers to experiment 
with intelligent gender design, money should be.  Revolutionary depictions of gender aren’t 
necessarily a bad business proposition.  Madonna’s subversive sexuality spoke to girls in the 80s 
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to the tune of many millions of dollars.  Games that speak as strongly to girls (and women) of the 
new millennium would have at least as much earning power, probably more.   

In addition to opening the women’s market, games with interesting portrayals of both 
male and female genders can appeal to all players.  Players are now calling out for increased 
depth to games, not primarily in cutscene narrative, but in gameplay.  Ultima Online included a 
feature that would allow players to bake bread and craft objects as well as the usual dragon-
slaying.  The feature was at first the subject of mockery, which was then silenced when it 
became one of the most popular features.  As much as baking bread was initially disparaged in 
Ultima Online, rich and versatile gameplay is drawing in new audience and strengthening the 
interest of current players.  Procedural gender, if created intelligently, presents itself as the 
largest opening for development.  

Regardless of where one falls on the spectrum between commercial developer and 
independent artist, there should be sufficient reason to look more carefully at gender issues, 
especially those which are specific to the medium.  
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Chapter 5.  

What Is “Good” Gender? 
 
 
So what is a “good” use of gender in a video game?   
This depends, predictably, on what the goal of the game is, which in turn depends on the 

goals of the designer.  A “good” use of gender issues in one sense might be the creation of a 
more engaging, pleasurable, or persuasive experience, that is, procedural gender used in service 
of enhancing the entertainment experience.  Certainly, intelligent gender design can create 
believable characters and motivate appealing plot developments.  Overall it can create a more 
enjoyable and immersive experience, which I believe to be a laudable goal for any game.   

However, I also hope that procedural gender will be used in a more revolutionary way: 
not to enhance the self-contained immersion of the gaming experience, but to substantially 
influence the way gender is perceived both in and out of the game.  Such a game would change 
the language with which the player thinks of gender, and propose alternate values for gender 
classifications.  Though I can think of few computer games that currently achieve this, good 
examples are found in television: shows like Xena challenged the values assigned to femininity 
and Buffy the Vampire Slayer inverted what masculinity meant.  

Given the current primitive state of gender design, almost any clever or insightful use of 
gender issues in video games has the potential to be revolutionary.  Furthermore, the more that 
gender issues are examined by the designer, the less likely is the chance that the designer will 
choose the most obvious path, that is, the one which is immediately suggested by stereotypes and 
clichés.  In Gender, Identity and Place, Linda McDowell makes a short chart of common gender 
associations:

The masculine The feminine 
Public Private 
Outside Inside 
Work Home 
Work Leisure/pleasure 
Production Consumption 
Independence Dependence 
Power Lack of Power 

(McDowell 12) 

In addition to these real-world associations, it is easy to think of more which apply to 
games, such as Rescuer-Captive, Strong-Agile, Plot-Emotion, Mission Oriented-Motivation 
Driven and Avatar-NPC (non-player character), as well as a few genre specific ones like Wizard-
Healer, Warrior-Archer, and Heavy Artillery-Light Artillery.   

As soon as these categories are enumerated, the immediate first reaction is be a 
realization of how effortless it was to assign both real-world and game elements specific gender 
values, and thus how strongly coded these two worlds are.   

There is no shortage of games that uphold these divisions, but for an absolutely and 
stunningly precise projection of these lists, look at the two male and female characters of Prince 
of Persia: the Sands of Time.  The basic plot of this game is this: after a long battle, a prince has 
defeated the Maharaja of a large palace.  However, in looting the palace, he accidentally breaks 
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the natural course of time, and has to travel through the palace to go fix it.  The prince, the 
player’s avatar, is a strong sword-wielding warrior on a mission.  He is accompanied by Princess 
Farah, the NPC daughter of the Maharaja, and also an agile archer.  Her function is to follow the 
Prince through the palace, creating a little emotional subplot.   She knows her way around the 
palace (her home), but she can only point out the correct course to the Prince, then orbit around 
him while the player works his or her way through the puzzles.  Through their attributes and their 
function in the game, they follow the masculine-feminine division with a meticulousness that 
would suggest that the designers were looking at this same list when they wrote it. 

The second reaction of anyone with even mild subversive tendencies would be 
experimentation with reversing some of these variables to make mixed- or compound-gender 
situations.  An avatar who is a Strong Healer Rescuer? A Powerful Heavy Artillery Wizard who 
is Dependent upon a Light Artillery Archer?  A Strong Warrior Avatar who keeps house and 
does the shopping for a bread-winning NPC? 

Strikingly, it becomes very hard to assign a comfortable gender to any of these new 
hybrid characters.  Suddenly conflict, tension, and contradiction appear, even though no plot or 
personality traits have even been mentioned, and stories seem to spring up without any effort.  
For example, the Strong Warrior Avatar homemaker immediately causes cognitive dissonance 
and quite a bit of humor, but it ignites a curiosity to see how she or he will deal with the situation.  
Not only does a scenario like this one serve a political purpose (it certainly requires the re-
evaluation of gendered expectations) but it also has the potential to be an engaging, highly 
memorable and entertaining experience. 

Most other media have picked up the idea of a mixed-gender character and run with it, 
usually with great success.  Xena is certainly an example: she fits nearly all of the male 
categories, but in many episodes she is placed in a role that requires her to work in the female 
roles of healing or her private emotional battles.  Buffy of Buffy the Vampire Slayer would be 
another ideal mixed-gender character.  Though she is a strong warrior character, she spends large 
amounts of time in her home, helping and caring for her mother and sister.  Even famous film 
roles, like that of James Dean in Rebel without a Cause, contain problematic gender.  He is a 
strong powerful character, but his character is tragic because all his masculine energy is 
directionless.  He has no plot to work within, and no mission, only emotion and motivation.  His 
attempts to resolve his intense power with his lack of purpose, as well as the other two 
characters’ attempts to do the same, create the plot and direction of the entire movie. 

As yet, I can think of no game characters that face tensions of a comparable magnitude.  
Lara Croft is frequently cited as a male-female hybrid, but as I mentioned before, she is female 
only in costume.  Her character can check off each one of the masculine characteristics in the 
previous lists without doubts or complications.  Her character contains none of the tensions 
between masculine and feminine characteristics because she has no feminine characteristics.  
Perhaps this was a conscious decision by the designers: if they had given her character 
contradictions and tensions, they would seem to be saying that there is inherently cognitive 
conflict in making a strong, career-driven, unemotional woman.   

Any feminist, or human for that matter, reading the previous statement should be 
thinking: of course! Of course there is conflict in trying to resolve feminine characteristics with 
masculine characteristics, and clearly there is tension created by crossing gender lines!  Games 
like Tomb Raider, and to a certain extent The Sims, which seek to erase the lines of gender by 
ignoring them only serve to uphold the idea of an unproblematic gender (as long as you don’t 
stray from your masculine/feminine category).  Regardless of what good gender might be, I can 
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now confidently present a definition of bad gender.  Bad gender is any design decision that 
decides to preemptively prevent any thought of gender issues.  If you are a feminist, this is bad 
gender because it chooses to bury the issue and accept the previous lists as steel-solid definitions 
of what masculinity and femininity are.  If you are a designer, this is bad gender because it 
makes the characters flat and boring, and slams the door on paths to new and captivating 
gameplay.   

 Susan Bordo denies the plausibility of such gender combinations, like the “parody” of 
Sigourney Weaver’s character in Aliens:  “One cannot simply add the historically feminine 
virtues to the historically masculine ones … Explored as a possibility for the self, the 
‘androgynous’ ideal ultimately tears the subject in two.” (19).  A game with “good” gender lets 
the character, avatar, or player experience this tension.  Whether the tension does rip apart the 
subject, or whether the subject learns to resolve the conflict, is a choice left up to the designer. 

The final chapters are a suggestion guide for some routes to using the ideas of procedural 
and performative gender to understand and create gender in games.  Whether any specific 
application of these methods upholds the values of either the development or the academic 
community will not specifically be discussed.  I hope that this chapter has created a sufficient 
outline of the values, so that in combination with the next chapter, it will form a completed guide 
to either creating or analyzing gender in games. 
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Chapter 6. 

Gender in Bodies 
 
 
One of the oldest debates in feminism is over the existence of true differences between 

the sexes.  Is gender a truly culturally defined partition, or is there a real basis in biology that 
creates it?  I won’t attempt to cover both sides of the debate in this paper; there is more than 
enough material for a full library of information.  The construction of gender differences based 
on a sexual dichotomy is incredibly complex, resting on the needs of a culture, the desires of a 
political system, and the whole hegemonic machine which creates meaning and structure from 
raw existence.  All of these create layer upon layer of meaning that is inscribed onto the human 
body.  The physical body is defined by our conception of it, which must have been based again 
on some lower understanding of the body.  The actual basis of gender difference is far too buried 
to unearth. 

Even scientific data would be insufficient to really understand which attributes can be 
biologically justified and which are supported only by a cultural acceptance.  There is no truly 
objective way of measuring the aptitudes and attributes of the human body.   

However, when gender is investigated in the context of a computer game, the whole 
matter becomes strikingly simplified. No longer is objectivity a problem in scientific inquiry; the 
genetic code of the simulated humans is written in the code of the program.  Even if that code is 
closed to casual investigation, it is frequently analyzed by hard-core fans.  Without access to the 
code, it is usually possible to logically reduce the data to be able to triangulate the actual 
algorithms used in a game.  This is the basis behind “reverse engineering,” a process used to 
crack closed software, either to make malicious use of the knowledge in a virus, or to use it to 
create an open source version of the software (like the OpenOffice, the free reverse engineered 
Microsoft Office). 

Regardless of how (or why) the background logic of a game is discovered, it is very well 
understood by the game companies that even a well-sealed product may be opened and inspected 
by a curious public.  The developer is then responsible not only for the messages that are obvious 
when playing the game, but also for the biases that are hard-wired into the game.  Perhaps the 
most famous example of this occurred several years ago, when it was revealed that the economy 
for Will Wright’s Sim City was determined by the principles of Reaganomics.  At the time, it 
probably seemed like a perfectly innocuous and even obvious choice for the game designers to 
use as a model, but since then, Will Wright, the designer, has come under criticism for using a 
computer game to implicitly support an empirical fantasy of supply side economics.  However, 
any model that he had chosen to use would be open to criticism.  The one he chose supported 
low taxes and public transport, and discouraged nuclear power, but any other options would have 
contained a different bias, regardless of whether any political influence was actively intended by 
Will Wright or not. 

When it came to The Sims, Will Wright’s latest and by far most successful game, he 
seems to have taken a similar approach to the design of a simulating system.  The Sims are 
miniature simulated humans that the well-intentioned player must guide to food, a job, and 
fulfilling social interactions, and steer away from sloth, avarice, and wrath (though gluttony and 
greed are encouraged).  Like Sim City, however, the central guiding principle is money.  Just as 
money will allow a town’s mayor to buy his or her way out of most problems in Sim City, 
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money is also the key to purchasing happiness for the Sims.  This perspective is based on well-
accepted principles from the game’s surrounding culture: the United States circa 1998.  

Though materialism is a fairly non-controversial (if not laudable) system of value, in 
designing The Sims, Will Wright must have run into some much more controversial areas of 
simulation.  One of these becomes evident as soon as the player begins to create a family.  For 
each person in the family, a player may choose from several options within four subcategories: 
age, body type, race, and gender.   Body type gives the player options of selecting Fit, Fat, and 
Skinny (though children are automatically given a medium build).  Race divides up the Sim 
world into Light, Medium, and Dark.  Gender gives the unsurprising option of male or female. 
Age is a choice between old (judging by appearances, this means over 16) and young (about 8 
years old).  Of all the categories, this is the only one that has any effect on gameplay and the 
household roles which the character can take on.    

This may have been the only option that looked viable from a public relations viewpoint.  
A templated character creation process like that of The Sims would be very difficult to develop 
in a way that included issues of body type, race, and gender, but also reflected the acceptable 
views of these fields.  Though Sim City stirred up some little academic controversy with its 
Reaganomics, a simulation engine for individual humans that could be seen as politically biased 
would be much, much harder to defend.  Any modifier placed on behavior would reflect views 
about all the people types that it was applied to.  A modifier to make women less physically 
strong on average, while physiologically accurate, might be turned into a major PR disaster.  So 
the designers of The Sims erased all effects of physical body difference. 

Hard-wiring behavioral modifiers into the different characteristics would have made a 
“real-world” realistic model.  If it is late 20th century America that Will Wright is modeling, then 
a “Fat” or “Dark” Sim would almost certainly run into discrimination in the workplace.  Bob and 
Betty Newbie, the default everyfamily in the game, might be less welcoming to the gay couple 
across the street, or the Light-Dark couple.   

Granted, the game is unrealistic in many ways, which is one of its greatest charms.  
Players can create not only families like the ones postulated above, but also 8-guy frat houses, 
alien scientist colonies complete with earthling specimens, or any other conceivable social order.  
But even in this idealized suburbia of the Sims, are there negative effects to the erasing of any 
and all body differences? 

The small, pixilated Sim body cannot be written on by the expectations of gender, 
appearance, class, race, or any physical attribute.  The fun and exciting possibility of being able 
to make any character is tempered by not having the physical attributes of that character be 
completely negligible.  A large community of people on the Internet have created a huge 
collection of skins for the Sims to change the physical appearance.  These skins may allude to the 
cultural constructs of class or materialism, such as the faux Prada dresses and Armani suits 
available for download, or they may allude to ideas of celebrity.  The celebrity skins are 
interesting especially because they almost always include a head and a body.  The idea of 
“celebrity” is not only carried by the individualized face of the celebrity, but also by the 
symbolic clothing attached to them, such as Jennifer Lopez’s famous Oscar dress or Gillian 
Anderson in a business suit with FBI badge.  But except in the narrative and scopophilic pleasure 
given to the player, these appearances do not at all influence the game.  These are essentially 
Sims without body-based identity. 
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Chapter 7.  

Gender in Emergent Behavior 
 
 
Emergent behavior is a computer science term used to denote an unexpected behavior 

that arises from code.  At first glance, this seems to be a contradiction within its own term.  
Computer code is by its nature deterministic, and follows a logical path from start to finish.  
However, much like the popular example of the butterfly and the hurricane, a more complex but 
still deterministic system will exhibit behaviors that are highly complex and occasionally 
counterintuitive.  Water molecules, air movements, and electrons in the human brain, even when 
moving according to very simple rules individually, will in large numbers, collectively produce 
such highly layered phenomena as ocean waves, the weather, and human consciousness.   

Similarly, a computer program has a large number of individual functions with individual 
tasks and methods that all interact with each other.  Programs like Microsoft Word have 
numerous functions running (and thus emergent behavior surfacing as well), but many games 
have a much more diverse range of sub-programs, and their emergent behavior tends to be more 
conspicuous.  

In a game, there may be many separate processes or miniature programs running, each of 
which behaves according to its own set of logically defined rules.  Each of these may be 
determining the behavior of a single agent, such the hero’s movement, the AI of the monster, or 
the simulated weather.  These agents will interact with each other while still following their own 
rules, one of the principle requirements for emergent behavior to arise.  Although simple when 
taken separately (as reductionist programmers would most likely have created them individually), 
when these factors begin feeding into each other and creating a vast web of influence, the 
behavior becomes exponentially complex.  The lack of foresight in this area can often create 
unrealistic situations in a game.  For example, when wolves hunt in packs IRL, they exhibit 
behaviors based on rules known either instinctually or as a learned behavior that the species 
developed to have a maximally successful hunt.  Such behavior arises from the individual 
behaviors, but not in an easily determinable way.  When a computer-generated pack of wolves 
attack, they most likely have not had an insightfully designed knowledge base programmed in.  
Therefore their attack is not coordinated with the grace and effectiveness of real pack dynamics, 
but rather with a lazily programmed schedule of attacks.  This sort of pack would have a hard 
time trapping a faster quarry, or performing coordinated movements like selecting a single 
animal out of a large herd to attack.  However, because there is still a large number moving 
according to individually determined rules, emergent behavior is to be expected, and often 
results in unproductive movements like a single unified rush at the prey, as the whole pack runs 
into each other and no one actually reaches the quarry itself. 

When a human sits down in front of a computer, the user brings with him or herself an 
incommensurably larger system of behavior trends. Though much more complex, the system is 
at least better developed and tested than most computerized systems.  It functions well to guide 
the user through the real world, making sense of input and suggesting at least passably competent 
output.  Optimized for the real world, the human brain works well in that environment, but when 
it works in conjunction (through input) with the rest of a computer program, the complexity of 
the user’s rational processes create even more complexity in the modeled system. 
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Usually this presents no substantial problem, since one of the central issues on the mind 
of the programmer is the expected behavior of the user, and thus the program is designed to 
behave correctly if given the expected input.  However, if the user behaves in an unexpected way, 
the game may be unable to respond in an appropriate manner.  When a game is programmed to 
respond to traditional (i.e. young, violent, and male-gendered) input, a user attempting to key in a 
different mode of behavior may face a machine that either refuses to respond, penalizes what 
may seem to be a completely viable action, or acts in an arbitrary or counterintuitive manner. 

It can reasonably be argued that unintended emergent behavior can cause significant 
changes to the way that the game is played and understood.  Take for example the popularly 
cited maneuver in Grand Theft Auto 3.  The player, if low on health, can pay a prostitute to 
perform some health-restoring services.  The player can then kill the prostitute and take the 
money back.   

It is dubious whether or not this trick had been anticipated by the designers.  However, 
the two possible actions that were allowed, having sex with the prostitute and killing people to 
steal their money, are arguably in the same sphere of morality.  Since the game leaves these two 
paths (and many more) open mostly without consequence, does it then invite an action that could 
be seen as a similar unpunishable transgression? 

At this point I can finally fit questions of gender into the discussion.   Grand Theft Auto 3 
allows and encourages only actions within a single logical framework.  The values of the game’s 
universe are fairly obvious: get money, women, and cars, and avoid the police so you can do so 
with impunity, but what is less obvious is that the values in the game reinforce themselves by 
limiting the player’s ability to think of dissenting systems of standards.  This tendency for 
hegemonic systems to use ideology to sustain their power occurs frequently in games, but even 
more frequently in reality. 

In Beyond Sex and Gender, Wendy Cealy Harrison and Jon Hood-Williams describe the 
use of structured gender norms to maintain themselves through time as the “limitation of the 
scope of what it was possible to think.” (Harrison and Hood-Williams 1).    These norms came 
with their own logic and values.  Starting with these as the base truths or a logic system, it was 
impossible to discursively arrive at conclusions that would not support the system.  Even if 
intuition or common sense (both dubious terms on their own, requiring a “natural” knowledge 
outside that which is taught socially) were to suggest a counterperformance to the norms, this 
rational logic could be applied to refute them.  The sub-world defined by these limitations would 
be self-contained and nearly impossible to break free from, and thus free from insubordination.    

Games possess a logic system of proportional psychological force, and thus they can have 
the same limiting effect on the thoughts of the player.  Imagine a game (there are more than a 
sufficient number of examples to choose from, so pick your favorite) in which male-gendered 
actions, specifically physical violent actions, are the only ones shown, and the standard basis for 
all the rules given in the game.  Only violent forms of interaction are available to the player.  The 
surrounding narrative context is one of male-gendered themes, such as a story line in which an 
object of sexual or power desire, like a princess or crown, has been taken through violence.  
Even the environment responds to the player with violent antagonism.  All animals attack, all 
travelers in the area are brigands, and the items found are all weapons. 

Where in this scenario could a player begin to formulate options beyond those 
immediately presented?  Why would a player even begin to question the validity or the sole 
dominance of violence?  Violence is specifically coded to be the solution to every problem.   
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If such a game had a diverse set of rules and values beyond capitalism and violence, or 
even values that contradicted each other, the complexity of possible actions and interactions 
would greatly increase.  Such a value system requires a coherent culture to maintain itself: for a 
game, this would entail a synchronization of genre, procedural values, and narrative context 
(cutscenes) all without obvious contradiction. 

Gender design frequently follows the traditional dichotomous definitions of male and 
female.  The systems of interaction are usually entirely masculine, as described above.  Without 
contradictions, there is usually no emergent behavior that does not inherently support the 
convictions put forth by the game.  The money-back hooker of GTA is an example of emergent 
behavior that appears unexpected, but still follows the value systems of the unimportance of 
human life and the “resource” status of women. 

As a counteraction to these self-supporting systems, mixing up the rules of the game with 
different value systems would create a much greater system of emergent behavior, one which 
would not necessarily support a hegemonic definition of acceptable game behavior.  A mixed-
rule game would also open gameplay up to many more avenues of play, not only freeing the 
player from the political decisions of the designer, but also allowing the invention of more 
interesting and involving modes of interaction. 
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Chapter 8. 

Gender in Identification 
 
There is a layered dichotomy of representational choice in video games.  Male or female?  

First person or third person?  Bird’s eye, or ground view?  Visible avatar, or invisible?  All of 
these choices affect the way that games are played because they affect the way that the character 
approached by the player, which itself break down ultimately into two central paths.  Is the 
avatar a prosthesis or a puppet?   

Anne-Marie Schleiner discusses the impact of these choices on Tomb Raider and its 
heroine, Lara Croft.  Players, she suggests, can take on many different “gender-subject 
configurations.”  A popular one is the use of Lara’s digital body for sexual pleasure.  Lara, 
positioned in front of the camera, is defined by the gaze of the viewer, not a subject, but an 
object, either a robot, or a “female Frankenstein monster,” (Schleiner).  Either way, her role as 
created object and her subservience to the will of the controller fulfills the fantasy of having a 
living sex doll.  But for this dominance to occur there must be a rigid division between the 
subject of the player and the object of Lara.  Using Lara as a will-less tool precludes any 
identification with her. 

There are a number of other possible configurations for player-avatar interactions besides 
a purely tool-like usage of the avatar by the user.  The exchange between the player and the 
game is dictated by both the avatar’s responsiveness to the player’s demands and the player’s 
feeling of responsibility for the avatar’s well-being, which might also be expressed as the 
player’s respect for the avatar as an independent character.  Using Lara Croft as a tool mandates 
that she must behave according to the player’s commands, but it also implies a negation of any 
notion of her “free will” as a character. 

However, it isn’t difficult for the player to slide between different configurations, for 
example, from using Lara as a puppet to using her as an appendage, or an extension of the 
player’s body.  The transparency with which she can be manipulated follows the same fluidity as 
most other games of this genre.  When the player presses a button, Lara moves instantly and 
unerringly to follow that direction.  Given the instantaneity of the flow, Lara’s body becomes an 
extension of the will of the player.  The distinction is that the act of movement is seen as 
continuous, rather than a disjoint command-obedience sequence as in the previous mode, and the 
player-Lara connection becomes one of a human mind and a mechanical body, a cyborg.  There 
is a difference between this state and the tool-like usage: although they share the transparency of 
command, in the cyborg stage, Lara is not negated as a character; rather she is shifted so that she 
becomes a reflection and a projection of the player. 

Schleiner calls this the “Drag Queen” state.  The identification of the player with Lara 
creates a mask for the male players of the game to wear, a safe and unintimidating arena to play 
with being female.  According to this article, Lara embodies femininity with her form, large-
breasted and panting.  However, later, Schleiner refers to Lara’s actions and worldview as 
monstrous; “the exchange of cuts, shots, and blows that rupture to body surface of ‘the other’” 
(Schleiner)  forms the mainstay of Lara’s interactions with the world.  That isn’t a description 
that frequently applies to male-to-female drag.  Although a male player may put on the feminine 
costume of Lara, the performative character is essentially identical to almost any other first- or 
third-person shooter.   
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Players, both male and female, seem to be able to switch their outward physical 
appearance in the game without problem.  In addition to Lara, there exist a plethora of female 
characters in games like Mortal Combat, Street Fighter, and Super Smash Brothers.  These 
female characters possess similar strengths and weakness to their male equivalents, although 
some games use female characters for the weaker but more agile roles (sorceress, archer, etc).  
Most are like the “heavy-hitting Sophitia of Soul Calibur” (jane@umamitsunami.com) or Lara 
Croft, physically female in appearance, but gendered male by the rest of the game.  As a 
transparent prosthesis in the hands of the player, the functionality is completely identical to 
playing a character who is male in both appearance and ability.  It is not likely that the 
appearance of a tool or prosthesis will change the way that a player interacts with a game.  Mario 
is arguably just a tool to explore and interact with space, not a sympathetic character.  Few 
people feel pity or sorrow for him when he gets repeatedly injured in the game.   

A much greater influence of gender is felt when the character is not used as a tool, but 
becomes a character in the sense of other media like television or literature.  If the character is a 
tool or a puppet, the experience of the game, both its pleasures and pains, is mediated by the 
character, allowing the player to maintain an objective view.   Marie Laure Ryan suggests that 
this method is the most fitting for an interactive experience (in her paper she discusses virtual 
reality, but it applies just as well to the future of games): 

The user will be more a puppet master who makes decisions for a 
certain character, motivated by the curiosity of finding out what 
will result from these decisions, than a human being existentially, 
emotionally, and morally caught in a certain situation.  By 
maintaining a safe distance between readers and characters, 
literature has been able to explore the whole spectrum of human 
emotions without inflicting intolerable suffering on the reader 
(592).    

Her claim that not all experiences and emotions are suitable for deep identification is 
partially justifiable.  I do not envy Mario his multiple deaths by fire-breathing flowers and spiked 
rocks.  However, she goes on to state that the only good immersive experiences would be those 
of a “flat character” exploring space and performing trivial tasks.  A player should never be in 
emotional danger or duress.   

In relegating interactive experiences to the safe and the comfortable and demanding to 
keep the mind of the player separate from the mind of the character, Ryan belies her own 
premise.  She declares that each find medium should use its own most fitting form of narrative.  
To deny immersion in a game is to deny its single most powerful and unique quality. 
Identification with a character in a game compellingly changes the way in which the game is 
played and used, and in a way that can force the player to reconsider her or his own identity.  
Such a tool would clearly be well adapted to raising issues of gender. 
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Chapter 9. 

Gender in Narrative 
 
 
The simple definition of goals begins to determine gender, but the way that those goals 

change over time defines a much richer category of gender.  This chronological dimension is 
clearly seen in the example of the Brahmanic life arc of a man, and the four stages he was 
expected to pass through.  These stages progressed from studious youth to prosperous business 
and family man to uncomplicated hermitage to pious wanderer.  Life’s meanings and modes 
varied greatly during these periods; for example, the enjoyment of sex was a thing to be lauded 
and valued in the second stage, but totally inappropriate in the others.   

These roles may encompass such varied facets as clothing, appearance, and bearing, and 
occupation, lifestyle, and major life passages.  His first stage he spends as a young man studying.  
After he has gained sufficient knowledge, he should get married and raise a family.  The duties 
and virtues change as his life changes: in the second stage new value is placed on materialism, 
earning money and sexual pleasures.  After he sees his first grandson born, he can then pass to 
the third stage, when he retires to the forest to live a more spiritual life.  After that, he may also 
choose to move on to a fourth level, forsaking any home and possessions to wander and meditate. 

At each stage, the values and proscribed actions are radically different.  However, at each 
stage, they are considered the appropriate way of living life.  How can this affect the definition 
of gender?  Clearly, even within a single community, the definition of proper gender roles (for 
the male, at least, in this example) breaks down into separate categories beyond the dichotomy of 
male/female.    

The a similar division of life into stages is famously cited by Shakespeare:  
All the world's a stage, 
And all the men and women merely players: 
They have their exits and their entrances;  
And one man in his time plays many parts, 
His acts being seven ages. 

He describes each stage by its physical attributes, like the “shining morning face” of the 
schoolboy, as well as their clothing and mannerisms, which aid in describing each stage as a 
single unique character.  These ages are divided into categories not by goals, but by dramatic 
characters, and the goals and values are extensions of these roles.  This is evident in the 
description of the soldier, whose personal tendencies of anger and imprudence dictate his 
behavior in battle: 

… Then a soldier, 
full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard, 
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel,  
Seeking the bubble reputation 
Even in the cannon's mouth.    

These two examples, of similar life spans, but seen through different metaphors can be 
used as models for two ways in which gender could be included in a complex way in computer 
games.  Levels and stages form some of the most basic compositional vocabulary of a game, but 
their changes are usually simplistic.  The level of difficulty and the level of the character’s skills 
or attributes progress at approximately the same rate to keep the game balanced.  The game 
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speed may increase and the number and strength of obstacles may increase as well.  To cope with 
the changing difficulty, the player is expected to have gained in skill through practice, though 
help may be provided in the form of increase hit points, special weapons, or bonus powers. 

However, it is rare to see a game where the actual methods or goals of a game change 
during a stage.  Narrative provided though dialogue or cut scenes may reveal to the player that a 
previously helpful character is actually a demon and now the enemy, or similar such reversals.  
However plot tricks like these do not substantially change the game play at all.  As in so many 
sides of contemporary games, the plot is divorced from the overarching narrative.    No matter 
what else happens within a game, the genre almost always remains constant. 

Although the literary references to life “levels” seem to translate very well into a game 
format, I have not yet found any game that actually implements a similarly broad span of actions.  
Part of the problem may be with the temporal span of most games.  Even those cited as “epic” 
extend only a few years, and those that focus on a single character or set of characters tend more 
often to progress in real-time.  Could a character pass through a similar range of changes within a 
short period of time, or is it necessary for a game to document a full lifespan before such changes 
can become either emotionally stirring or dramatically significant? 

Either course, a full life span, or a single life-changing passage, could generate a truly 
fascinating game.  However, they would both require drastic changes in the gameplay over the 
course of the game to be truly significant to the person playing.  In current games, the character 
progresses in steady rhythm or as a series of jumps.  To be reduced in experience points, level, or 
skills is a serious setback, not only in the game play, but emotionally.  There is a strong sense of 
being cheated out of what was rightfully earned, and so such reductions are saved for major 
failures on the part of the player, such as a significantly out-of-character action (the avatar in the 
Quest for Glory series can lose Honor points for needlessly violent action) or as a sufficiently 
serious payment for dying (the avatar of Diablo will automatically resurrect after death, but 
experience points are lost).  These are always losses that can be made back with time.  Honor 
points can be re-won through honorable deeds, and experience points will continue to accrue by 
fighting monsters. 

It is important to note, however, several points.  First, the player must “deserve” the 
setback, so it must be avoidable in some way.  It must be undoable; the player must be able to 
either regain what was lost through the normal course of action of the game, or be able to restart 
from a saved location.  It does not require a real change in gameplay or player mindset (such as 
the transferal of “enemy” status).  The loss is always unambiguous: there are no beneficial 
consequences to counterweigh the negative results.   

A change of the magnitude needed to really capture the sense of a life passage would 
almost certainly be substantially altering to the gameplay.  Depending on what it was, it could 
either be pleasurable or not.  It might not fit into the pre-existing system of gameplay.  It might 
be unavoidable, unambiguous, or unpleasant for the player. 

Culturally gendered milestones would be most disruptive in a system of gameplay that 
was built on the assumptions of a different gender system.  A game built around killing 
(monsters, terrorists, pedestrians) would be substantially changed if the major character acquired 
a young child (a son or daughter even) that needed nurturing.  Even within a gender’s expected 
attributes, the subversion of one of the central values would be a significant factor.  In a game in 
which strength and agility are paramount, the slow, unstoppable loss of this power through either 
age or illness would be extremely emasculating.  The game would require some system of values 
that either valued dignity or perseverance in the face of misfortune to cope with what was 
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happening to the character.  In Francis Ford Coppola’s Godfather movies, an aging Don must 
come to grips with his loss of strength, both politically and physically.  But because the movie 
also included strong values of family, his actions after this awareness are not unguided.  
Although the Godfather movies destabilize and invert the Don’s potency, they also suggest a 
substitution of the value of emotional strength in their absence. 

By structuring gender as a static value, a game implies that outside that ceaselessly 
gendered existence is only an emptiness, void of values and strengths.  A narrative form of 
gender, however, not only suggests that the current construction of gender is transient, but that 
there exist other valuable, yet different stages beyond the present.  Most games imply through 
their most favorable procedural choices which values are most important in the game (see the 
section on the procedural nature of games).  A narrative gender opens the span of gameplay to 
include not only those values suggested by the game itself, but also any implied by the arc of 
gender narrative.  My character may be handsome and powerful now, but if I know he will age 
someday, I may begin looking favorably toward saving for retirement or starting a family in 
addition to the usual dragon-slaying and pub flirtations.   
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Chapter 10. 

Gender in Community 
 
 
Resistance and subversion are both more difficult and easier in multiplayer communities.  

Subversion in a non-multiplayer game necessitates an idea of the designer’s intent.  The rules 
that the designer put in place indicate the “approved” gameplay; they provide guidance as to the 
correct and incorrect methods of play through incentives and punishments. A player who, faced 
by a beastie, dies if he or she does not attack, and is rewarded by money or experience for a 
successful offense can very easily determine what particular actions the designer intends.  Even 
the images on the game’s box will probably corroborate this, perhaps with an image of the hero 
standing triumphant over the carcass of some foe.  Subversive play can occur when the player 
understands these stated objectives and also understands the rules enough to find loopholes that 
allow play along opposite lines. 

In an online environment, the coded rules hold a comparable amount of complexity to 
single player games.  However, beyond the coded rule there exists an immensely complex 
system of rules, explicit and implicit about behavior in the game.  Certain actions are held to be 
illegal, such as copying powerful objects, or hacking characters to make them more powerful.  
Other actions are considered strongly discouraged, such as killing and robbing weaker characters.  
Many more actions fall in to the categories of breaches of etiquette or social missteps.  Some of 
these actions may not even be recognized as bad, but just in violation of some expected norm; a 
character who commits these actions is derisively labeled n00b, abbreviated leet (short for 
“elite”)-speak for “newbie,” a naïve, clumsy, or ignorant beginner.  All of these rules add up to a 
highly refined hierarchy of laws, guidelines, and expectations capable of much subtler 
distinctions, and thus much more intricate punishments and rewards. 

This new system of rewards and punishments tends to fall within the social sphere, rather 
than just the numeric manipulation of hit points, experience points, or money that tends to form 
the single-player vocabulary of incentives.  Retribution for a crime that can only be recognized 
by the human mind, not the game system, can only be punished by other players.  The exception 
to this is the game moderators, who have omnipotent power to “nerf” (make weak and useless, 
like a nerf sword) a player’s armaments, subtract points, or boot a player from the server, though 
these actions are considered outside of the normal flow of play, and only used in extreme 
circumstances.  Unlike the moderators, the community of players can only use those actions 
available to them in the course of the game to interact with other players.  They can give objects 
or money, attack, or speak to other players.  However, from these limited options, a vast array of 
possible social constructions arises. 

These social constructs are influenced not only by the rules of the game and the 
suggested motivations, but also by the knowledge which each player brings to the game.  
Although many of the common forms of interaction are native only to the world of MMORPGs, 
many more are visibly inspired or influenced by outside concepts of behavior.  Each player 
enters the game with his or her own baggage of beliefs.  Ideas of what constitutes “fair” trade 
and acceptable business practices guide the economies of many of the online kingdoms.  
Likewise, most players enter a game with the conviction that beating up inexperienced or 
weakened players is fundamentally unethical.  There is nothing in the game’s structure or rules 
that discourages the abuse of power at the expense of someone else’s enjoyment, but the majority 
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of the players have internalized some form of the golden rule, which mandates that regardless of 
how easy it may be or whether you can get away without punishment, it is dishonorable to hurt 
someone else for personal gain. 

Clearly, there are numerous social expectations in a constructed world like this, and even 
more ways to transgress against these expectations.  However, it is also much more difficult for 
either any individual player or the game designer to affect expectations that players bring into the 
game from the real world, though they can affect how the players apply those assumptions within 
the game.   

Many multiplayer games are based on the role-playing format.  In single-player games, 
gender affects the gaming experience only as a placebo: the actual gameplay remains 
undifferentiated, except for a change in pronouns, but the psychological difference for the player 
may alter the interpretation of game action.  When the avatar travels from the isolation of the 
single-player game to the social climate of a multiplayer game, gender becomes much more than 
a colored interpretation.  The game program still maintains its gender-blindness while 
administering damage and rewards.  The other players do see and recognize gender, and they 
possess the social circuitry to process the implications of that gender, something no computer 
can do.  What happens after that recognition is a matter of performance. 

Having been trained by society in the ways to approach gender difference, most “male” 
players display similarities in their interactions with “female” players.  The actions that these 
players perform form a disturbing mimesis of the real-life interactions between masculine and 
feminine.  The most common of these is flirtation, which ranges from a courteous “Good day, 
milady” to sexual remarks, and is almost always performed by the male speaking to the female 
avatar, only very seldom the reverse.  The masculine performance of aggression and the feminine 
demureness stems from an origin in reality, though it is compounded by the (real-world) 
prohibition of males, who frequently are the humans behind female avatar masks, flirting with 
other men, either the avatars, or the players behind them (who are always assumed to be male). 

A deeper replaying of gender roles occurs in the custom of male avatars giving items to 
female avatars.  There isn’t a single, clear explanation of this phenomenon.  The social 
explanation seems to be a combination of two expectations: a strange variety of chivalry 
dictating that men ought to give women objects out of politeness, and the occasionally suggested 
belief that a woman given something by a man will be in debt to him.  The first belief may be 
partially explained by the feudal setting of many RPGs, the same force that causes some 
characters to use words like “Milady.”  Its implicit patronization may also stem from the labeling 
of female players with perpetual newbie status: an inexperienced female is someone to be 
protected and encouraged.   Its real life counterparts include such traditions of gallantry as letting 
girls win at games, opening doors, and not hitting women.  Without justifying such sexism, there 
is at least some historical basis for these behaviors, such as the tendency for women to be weaker 
than men.  However, these assumptions passed into the game world without question, even 
though theoretically men and women’s strengths in a game are completely identical. 

The second belief, that a woman’s attention can be bought with presents, is very clearly 
grounded in real-world assumptions, usually expressed by buying a woman drinks at a bar.  This 
is a social behavior.  Usually, this particular idea is expressed with a qualifier saying something 
like “just in case she really is a girl playing.”  Those who express statements like this clearly 
understand the odds against actually finding a female playing, but the chance to purchase time 
with a real female seems to justify the expenditure.     
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None of these behaviors were either coded in or explicitly suggested by the designers.  As 
far as procedural gender is concerned, gender is non-existent in most multiplayer worlds.  
However these behaviors, along with the many other unmentioned but common forms of 
interaction, compose the lexicon of actions through which players perform the gender of their 
character.   

This makes community-based gender the single hardest aspect to analyze.  The 
multiplayer game is not a text that can be read like a single player game.  The most effective way 
to analyze a multiplayer game would be to understand its redirection of the native expectations 
and desires of the players who enter its world.  Does the game’s design actively affect the way 
the player interacts with others?  Such a game would forcefully project a different ideology to 
displace those that would otherwise occur.  Since the current gender performances are a 
combination of borrowed real-world practices and economically optimized routines, the two 
possibilities are either to change the game economics, or to change the repertory of behaviors 
that the player is choosing from.   

If the designer chose to change the economic balance to affect gender, the procedural 
code for interactions would have to be changed.  If female characters were created stronger than 
male characters, this would discourage patriarchal forms of chivalry; it would fundamentally 
destabilize the perception of the innate strength of male characters.  Male players would play 
female characters more often, but would they still perform in male ways?  The desires of a male 
player playing a female character for the increased strength might contradict what his gender 
performance might be otherwise.  As a female character, he might be receiving the gifts of a 
male characters from residual chivalry, but he might still desire to flirt with other female 
characters.  It would definitely require a recategorization of male-female communications, and it 
might result in a different set of common interactions than currently exist, but would the 
underlying gender assumptions change at all? 

A superior form of revision to a multiplayer game would overhaul these base 
assumptions, leading to a change in the perception of gender in the game, and thus 
transformation of the gendered interactions will also result.  To change the way they perform 
gender, the ideal performance must be changed.  An intense and cohesive redefinition of genre is 
the most like to be able to effect such a change.  For example, changing the setting from fantasy 
medieval Europe to courtly Heian Japan would change the sort of interactions that would seem 
plausible and substitute a new pre-assembled set of conventions.  Such a shift would totally 
change the experience of a game, so if a designer wanted to stay with the bounds of a common 
genre, this approach would not be viable.  Instead, if a less radical change is to be enacted, the 
substitution of values and interactions would have to be very forcefully implied in the gameplay 
itself.  Ways to achieve this might be the prominent showcasing of new and unexpected forms of 
interaction.  Though the format of Tolkien-inspired RPGs has remained almost completely rigid 
since Dungeons and Dragons, Ultima Online successfully broke out of the mold through its 
inclusion of object-making as a new way of playing.  This suggested a new valuation of non-
fighting modes of play, and challenged the social structure of traditional RPG worlds.  A similar 
modification in the way in which gender affects the game and a corresponding change in its 
valuation would hopefully bring an analogous change to gender-based communications. 
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